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TSW began way back in 2006, after I had
negotiated the sale of my first consultancy and
was required to sign a noncompete

agreement, which effectively took me off the road
for 5 years. I knew I wanted to make the most of
online opportunities and had an idea, which involved
collaboration with likeminded sales experts, most of
whom were based in the US. So, rather timidly, I sent
out 10 emails to people whose work I really admired
and, to my amazement, they all came back with really
encouraging notes of support, and the first site – Top
Sales Experts – was launched. Incidentally, most of
that initial “gang of 10” are still contributing,
including: Linda Richardson, Jill Konrath, Joanne
Black, Dave Kurlan, Kevin Eikenberry, etc.

12 months after we launched TSE, we created
Top Sales Management, then Top Sales Articles,
followed by Top Sales Awards…Then, in 2009, we

decided to bring it all together under one roof and
TSW was born.

It has been a remarkable journey, which has
provided me with so many opportunities  I have
enjoyed close friendships (which I am sure will
endure), created valuable collaborations and had a lot
of fun along the way. It has been an honor and a
pleasure to work with so many highly talented and
successful people.

It was not my intention to step down this year  it
has all happened rather quickly… A chance
conversation with my favourite wine expert during
my weekly foray down to the local town Jonathan
and his wife Emma opened Best Cellars 26 years ago,
and then in 1999 also developed an online service.
They have (had) an excellent range of very fine wines
and offered superb personal service, which is why I
became a loyal customer. Now, I am the proud
owner! Napoleon once described the English as “a
nation of shopkeepers” and he may have been right.

I leave with this quote firmly in my mind: 
“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your

shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you
choose. You're on your own, and you know what you
know. And you are the guy who'll decide where to go.“
Dr. Seuss

I will still be staying close to TSW and I will offer
the Editorial Team my full support, of course. Plus I
will continue with my consultancy and speaking
commitments and you will continue to find my work
over at Jonathan Farrington.

Thank you for your amazing support.                   n

When I look back on my commercial life, I see so many of my experiences
fitting into 10 year cycles, so it is probably not a coincidence that I have
decided to take a change of direction now, with Top Sales World’s 10th
anniversary almost upon us.
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DC: You are both a worldclass track and field
athlete, ranked in your age group as the world’s #8
pentathlete in 2015, AND a gamechanging
consultant to sales organizations. What lessons
can you offer us about how developing top
performing athletes relates to developing sales
talent?
AT: My competitive edge is knowing how to practice
to learn new movements, like in javelin and discus,
and to continually improve my proficiency in a
variety of physical skills. My choice to be a multi
event athlete eliminated lots of competitors who’d
never attempt to master five events. 

Art Turock is an Elite
Performance Game-
Changer, building elite
leadership capabilities while
real work gets done. His

latest book is Competent is Not an Option:
Build an Elite Leadership Team Following the
Talent Development Game Plan of Sports
Champions. 
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The Deb Calvert Interview

Just like sports champions, world class sales
organizations devise unique solutions few of their
competitors would dare to attempt. 

There are five ingredients for world class talent
development. 

The first one involves establishing high
performance standards by delivering “sales calls
customers would pay for.”

Second, world class talent development requires
a threepart training design: prework, training and
follow up. Franklin Covey found that training events
deliver only 26% of learning outcomes, so follow up
and prework are vital. 

Third, elite performance coaching requires
managers to generate mindset disturbances that
expand team member’s comfort zones so they
persist in pursuit of challenging goals. 

The most vital ingredient is work process
innovation. World class teams orchestrate job
embedded development routines. They design
meetings or seize on spontaneous teachable
moments to improve their skill proficiency and
knowledge base in the midst of getting work done. 

Finally, worldclass talent development adapts
best practices from other fields. Sports teams do
talent development far better than most businesses.
For instance, my clients take the concept of sports
analytics and invent “sales management analytics.”
Several sales manager for Deschutes Brewery
require sales reps to rate them on a percentage of
time spent 100% present/fully engaged in a day
long “work with” in the field. You can bet tracking
this analytic abruptly decreases multitasking, like
pretending to listen while checking email.

Since I aspire to become a worldclass resource, I
invented a role of “elite performance gamechanger”
who offers five essential tools to help clients
incorporate these five ingredients for extraordinary
talent development. Consequently, my tools involve
speaking, training design, coaching for mindset
disturbance, work process innovation, and elite
performance consulting.

DC: You've also researched how athletes and their
coaches "stay relentlessly committed to improving
performance." How does this translate for
improving sales performance?
AT: Continuous improvement can’t depend on each
individual having to generate willpower day after
day. Instead, sports champions operate with
reverence for routines that make it effortless to
orchestrate opportunities to keep getting better.
That’s the big idea in my latest book, Competent is
Not an Option: Build an Elite Leadership Team
Following the Talent Development Playbook of Sports
Champions. 

I would never have written my book had I not
participated in a football camp for adults led by Pete
Carroll, then Head Coach of the USC Trojan’s
Football program. Carroll calls his coaching
philosophy “Win Forever.” It’s organizing principle is:
Do what you do the best it’s ever been done. So
Coach Carroll keeps refining routines for recruiting,
preseason conditioning, the weekly practice
regimen, studying game film, and developing
coaches. 

My work process innovation is called the Practice
While Real Work Gets Done Process or the 5Ps for
short. It’s organizing principle is: All there is at work
is time to get better. For sales organizations, every
day in the field making sales calls is filled with
practice opportunities. 

My clients deploy the 5Ps during “workwiths”
where a sales manager provides coaching and OJT
to a sales rep. The 5Ps are triggered by events
throughout the day.

P1 is Prepare. Each day begins with a
conversation known as a Grounding for Greatness.
All participants identify specific skills they will
improve plus ideal practice opportunities.

P2 is Practice. Meal breaks and car time are
considered practice fields, ideal for role playing and
strategizing for the upcoming sales call. 

P3 is Perform. Everyone practices selected skills
in live interactions with buyers. Colleagues take
notes to use in delivering feedback.
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P4 is Perfect. In debriefing the justcompleted
sales call, the participants offer feedback and distil
lessons learned from successes and failure.

P5 is Publicize. Everyone asks, “Who else might
benefit from these lessons learned?” and then sends
emails to their boss, team members, customers and
trade association colleagues.

DC: When it comes to elite performance, would
you say that anyone could get there? Or does
getting there require some sort of inborn quality or
predisposition?
AC: Talent is overrated. Other than being placed in
a job that requires a particular ability, talent plays a
secondary role. In fact, the upper limits of
performance are determined by three factors: talent
+ deliberate practice + mindset conducive to
deliberate practice. 

The behavioral science research spearheaded by
Dr. Anders Ericsson is very clear.Elite performers are
distinguished by the frequency and quality of hours
spent in deliberate practice. Deliberate practice
involves mastering tasks beyond your current level
of comfort and competence with a relentless intent
to improve skill proficiency and expand a repertoire
of skills. 

Notice the challenges in that definition. You must
expand your comfort zone. You must be willing to
appear incompetent at times when you practice in
front of your boss, team, or even buyers. But
deliberate practice is the way to continually get
better. 

DC: So we should talk more, then, about mindset.
You talk about taking accountability for your
mindset. What do you mean by that and why is this
a critical component in achieving peak
performance?
AT: Mindset comes into play when people know
what they need to do (i.e., make cold calls, start
delegating) but don’t take effective action. 

Our mindset determines how we experience a
situation – either as a threat to constrain us or as an

opportunity to free us to take bold action. The way
our mindset filters a situation determines what we
choose, how we act and, ultimately, our results.
Consequently, the mindset is the root cause of our
performance slumps, plateaus, and breakthroughs. 

When was the last time your boss invited you to
be accountable – NOT for your choices, your
actions, or your results – but for your mindset? 

DC: I'm thinking about the opposite of taking
accountability for your mindset. You and I have
talked about this before – the victim mentality that
can grip a team. What's your advice for a senior
sales executive who observes this in the
organization?
AT:  I encourage senior executives to institute a
“ThrowtheRedFlag Practice Drill.” In pro football,
a coach who questions a referee’s call can throw a
red flag to request an instant videotape review. Bad
calls get overturned. In a similar process, my clients
toss red flags to call out victim language and initiate
instant rephrasing to take accountability. 

This routine establishes a “ban on blaming.”
Every one of my clients has made it a fun way to
modify ineffective behavior.

At first, I provide the sales team with a list of 25
victim phrases, such as:

l  I can’t…
l  It’s the nature of the business/my role to…
l  I’m not…

Then they practice two steps that can be
accomplished in a minute or less. 

In one of my own sales calls, a VP of Sales for an
engineering firm remarked: “Our people aren’t wired
right for sales.” I pulled a red flag out of my pocket
and threw it on his desk. He laughed at first but then
noticed a serious problem. He confessed, “Our
senior managers use that phrase all the time.” 

We then practiced taking accountability, and the
VP offered this rephrase, “I’m choosing to blame our
engineers’ backgrounds to avoid facing the apparent
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The Deb Calvert Interview

challenge of developing engineers for sales roles.” 

DC: Sellers need to create value for their
customers. This requires more than product
pitching and data sharing. Forrester's research says
only 19% of buyers say meetings with sellers are
valuable. So the other 81% need help figuring out
how to create valuable customer experiences. Give
us an example of how you’ve helped a company
create highvalue sales calls.
AT: Especially in B2B sales, asking customers what
they need often gets perceived as a waste of time.
Buyers have gone through the typical protocol of
probing for needs with various suppliers. They tire of
giving the same pat answers. 

In 2013, Procter & Gamble hired me to deliver a
speech at their Annual Supplier Meeting to convey
the message: “Asking us what we want and
providing us with your standard solution is
competent performance. If you want to be
considered an elite supplier, bring us valuable
insights we don’t realize.” 

I worked with Blue Bunny during an eightyear
period when they were the fastest growing brand in
the combined ice cream and novelty category. I
consulted with crossfunctional teams from
marketing, sales and operations to study the
strategic positions and develop SWOT analyses of
supermarket chains. They revamped Blue Bunny
presentations to deliver valuable strategic insights
and solutions customized to each retailer. 

The second step required building skills to deliver
the revised presentation. Traditionally, several
regional sales managers came to company
headquarters to conduct quarterly account reviews.
Instead of doing customary updates, the regional
managers engaged in deliberate practice. 

They role played the most challenging aspect of
the upcoming sales call with a colleague who
pretended to be the account’s primary buyer. After
the role play, each regional sales manager got
feedback on strengths and areas to improve from
Blue Bunny’s top sales executives. The next day they

incorporated this feedback in redoing the same role
play and received a second dose of feedback. Both
practice rounds were videotaped so managers could
periodically review their performance and the
feedback. The Blue Bunny team transformed a bland
account update into several rounds of deliberate
practice. 

DC: Last, but certainly not least... You don't do
things halfway. When you commit, there's a "no
matter what" that makes it a sure thing. You find a
way to make things happen. Tell us a little more
about YOU, the athlete and business phenom, and
how you view commitment.
AT:  Knowhow is useless without a commitment
to apply it. So I developed the distinction between
being interested in a result where you taking action
“if circumstances permit” versus being committed to
a result where you take action “no matter what
circumstances.” 

As an athlete, I keep asking, “What actions
correlate with producing the results I’m committed
to having?” I deliberately go to lengths my
competition would probably consider unreasonable.
I hire top coaches. I practice mental, not just
physical,skills. I study videotape of my movements
even at practice. 

Launching my speaking career was a serious test
of my commitment. My marketing strategy required
making cold calls to trade associations’ meeting
planners who might hire me. For months, I would
wake up at 6:00 a.m. on the west coast and make
cold calls until I had qualified 20 potential speaking
opportunities in a given week. How many of my
competitors for speaking engagements would
commit to a steady diet of early morning cold calls
for months with no end in sight? Fortunately, the
strategy got me plenty of bookings.                             n

Find out more about Art here and you can
order his book here
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Whilst what I read around business ethics
generally was inspiring and intriguing, at a
higher level I felt something was missing.

It was the specific lack of discussion around the sales
function. Especially around the capital part of
conscious capitalism and how the sales landscape
has turned completely upside down over the past
decade completely disrupting the sales role.

I believe SELLING should be the key task or role
that, if approached from a genuine conscious
capitalistic viewpoint, would impact the world
enormously  from a profit perspective, a people

perspective and a purpose perspective.
Firstly, when I mention ‘conscious selling’ to

people there are a couple of assumptions made as to
the meaning:

l  That people are not unconscious and therefore
are with us in mind, body and spirit and as a direct
result are alive and able to perform their role from
an energetic perspective.

l  That people have a consciousness that aligns with
either their levels of competence or incompetence
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Bernadette McClelland

and are aware and can adapt to the skills and mind
set gap impacting their results.

Both clearly have their place. But there is another
meaning to the world conscious in the context of
business. A meaning with meaning, if you like.

l  It is the desire and intention to sell on purpose. To
align and adjust to what is important in the cut and
thrust of this moneymaking role  selling a
difference!

And a huge part of that is understanding that
earning money is important. After all, if you want to
make an impact and a difference and you want to
light up the world, you need to be able to pay the
light bill.

‘Millennials, startups and large companies at the
top end of town are embracing this whole concept
around purposeful and meaningful business
relationships’, as stated by USA Today. Those that
are are blitzing those that aren’t by the ratio of 12:1
 numbers that are increasing.

So let’s go back and apply this concept of ‘selling
on purpose’ to the role of the salesperson.

1.  How many salespeople are conscious when it
comes to truly doing a deal? That have the energy
and foresight to be present to the conversation 
using the clichéd one mouth for asking curiosity
driven criteria questions, two ears to hear what is
not just being said but what is not being said as well,
and who have what I have added as a third eye
poised for intuition, intention and insights?

2.  How many salespeople are conscious of what
their idea, product or service truly means to the end
user or their client? Who have the ability to adapt
their conversations on the fly realising business
conversations are not about what you sell, but the
emotional difference you are selling.

3.  How many salespeople are truly aware of the

responsibility they personally hold? Who have
understood the problem behind the problem and
know how their ‘deal’ might save a business from
going under, might help their client stay afloat, might
have a ripple effect to the greater community.

4.  How many salespeople understand that two
degrees of separation is not just a cliché but is a
truth that we are all connected, that we are just one
mouse click away from being seen for the value we
provide others, online and offline  or not! Who are
open to adjusting their old beliefs in order to provide
that value.

5.  How many salespeople can comfortably lose
sight of the commission and detach from ‘doing a
deal’ and instead offer what is truly right for the
client, the company and themselves? Who have the
emotional intelligence to bring a whole of self
approach to the market, aligning to common values.

6.  How many salespeople take time out to improve
their personal leadership skills, learn what their gaps
are and can leave their ego at the door at a time
where the brand that matters is really their own?
Vulnerability, transparency, and engagement are
attributes conscious salespeople have in spades and
that level of authenticity, relevance and intention
oozes out of them creating huge deposits in the
trust account of buyers.

7.  Finally, how many salespeople are not afraid to
walk away from an opportunity or scenario that is
not aligned to their personal values or those of the
organisation? Are not afraid to test their money
beliefs for a fair negotiated win/win scenario
because their need for respect is stronger than their
need to discount, avoid asking the hard questions
and be liked?                                                                   n

Find out more about Bernadette at
Bernadette McClelland Consulting here
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Unless you address the broken links in your
prospecting system, your sales reps will
continue struggling to close deals. It’s like

back pain. You can stretch and put heat or ice on an
aching back, but unless you treat the source of the
pain—a pulled muscle or degenerating disc—your
back will continue to hurt. The same goes for your
sales strategy.

Closing in on the Real Problem

If your team has trouble closing, go back to the
beginning—prospecting—and examine your entire
sales process for missing links and ineffective sales
tactics. Ask yourself: 

l  How are sales reps sourcing leads?
l  How they qualifying their leads?
l  Are they asking the right questions to identify

prospects’ problems and propose thoughtful
solutions?

l  Do they just demonstrate product features, or do
they actually talk ROI?

l  What is the sales plan for following up?

Don’t even think about training your team on closing
techniques. Save your money. Instead, give them a
sales strategy that works. 

The Only FailProof Prospecting System

Many sources say it takes seven to 12 touches for
sales reps to reach prospects. Really? If you believe
that misguided sales myth, I have a bridge to sell you.
That's not how savvy sales managers should ask
their teams to spend time—dialing for dollars and
pestering strangers with cold emails, hoping to
finally get a few prospects on the phone. If sales
reps chase cold leads, they’re set up to fail. 

There's only one kind of lead that should be in
your pipeline. Only one kind of lead with more than
a 50percent conversion rate. Only one kind of lead
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Joanne Black 

that sales managers should care about, measure, and
reinforce.

That's hot leads—the kind you source through
referrals from trusted colleagues and clients.

My client, Mark, came to me totally frustrated
about the disproportionate amount of time his sales
team spent prospecting. He measures Days in Sales
(DIS) as one of their Key Sales Indicators, and the
numbers were abysmal. 

Mark decided a referral program would boost
productivity for his sales reps. Boy, was he right! In
just four months, they reduced the prospecting
phase by 43 percent, which amounts to a 30day
drop in prospecting time. His reps now spend their
time getting referral introductions from their current
clients to their ideal prospects. And those deals
simply close faster.

Why? When you prospect through referrals:

l  You bypass the gatekeeper and score meetings
with decisionmakers every time.

l  Your prospects are presold on your ability to
deliver results.

l  You've already earned trust and credibility with
your prospects.

l  You convert prospects into clients at least 50
percent of the time (usually more than 70
percent).

l  You score more new clients from fewer leads
(because all those leads are qualified).

l  You get the inside track on your prospects and
ace out your competition.

Rather than giving your team lists of names to cold
call, or letting them spend their days spamming
people on LinkedIn, teach them how to pick up the
damn phone, engage with buyers, find out what they
really need, deliver it, and then ask for referrals.

Still Having Trouble Closing?

If your team is getting in front of the right
prospects and still can’t seal the deal, they’re not

engaging in insightful discussions or asking
compelling questions.

When you analyze what really went wrong with
missed sales opportunities, you’ll typically discover
that your sales reps didn’t properly prepare for
their meetings. They didn’t plan agendas, do their
research, tailor their pitches, or even check the
buyers' LinkedIn profiles to identify shared
interests, connections, and similarities. 

This is not how salespeople wow buyers, build
relationships, and convert prospects into clients. 

One of my clients was on the way to a high
profile meeting. If his team wowed the client, they
had an opportunity to close a milliondollar deal. I
asked my client how the sales reps prepared for
meetings like this. His answer: "Oh, we talk about it
in the car on the way to the meeting." Was their
sales manager clueless, or what?

Unless sales reps are properly prepared for
meetings, the best they can offer are canned sales
pitches. That’s not what prospects and clients want
from salespeople. They want expertise, tailored
insights, new ways of thinking, and unique ideas for
their businesses.

This kind of meaningful dialogue and thoughtful
questioning is what impresses prospects. Not only
are buyers more likely to do business with sales
reps who prove they know their stuff, but the scale
of projects increases, creating win/wins for
everyone. Your company gets bigger deals. Clients
get solutions that actually solve their problems and
create measurable business results. And they are
happy to introduce your sales reps to their
networks.

Bravo! You’ve addressed the problem, not the
symptom. Your client looks good, your team has
reliable sales techniques, and deals are yours to
win. n

Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. To learn more, visit here
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What water means for all of us, that’s what
content could mean for the 21st
century’s buyers. An adventurous

hypothesis? Maybe. Let’s see what story our latest
research will tell us.

How effective is clientfacing content? The
results are multifaceted.
In our CSO Insights 2015 Sales Enablement
Optimization Study, we asked the participants to rank
the effectiveness of various enablement services,
such as clientfacing content, in four categories:
“exceeds expectations,” “meets expectations,”
“needs improvement,” and, the lowest ranking,

“needs major redesign.” 
The content types that showed the biggest need

for major redesign (26.5%) and improvement
(45.7%) were business value/ROI justification tools.
The next content asset, thirdparty endorsements,
follows with less need for major redesign (18.9%)
but the same need for improvement (45.7%). Email
templates, customer case studies, and presentations
showed a similar result, with more than 50% of both,
need for improvement and major redesign.

Interestingly, the most effective clientfacing
content type was the technical product presentation
(“meets expectations” and “exceeds expectations”
aggregated at 60.1%), followed by product collateral
(51.9%) and proposal templates (50.9%). References
and customer presentations show a multifaceted
result. While they seem to be the content types with
the highest “exceeds expectations” result (10.2%
and 9.9%), they also show considerable needs for
major redesign (16% and 15%). 

The transformation
from productselling
approaches to more value
and resultoriented sales
approaches is still the main
challenge in many
organizations across all
industries. And that’s what
we see in the data. These
data points have also
incorporated what
salespeople are used to
using rather than what
they should be using. This
challenge, here focused on
clientfacing content
habits, is not only a sales
challenge, it’s also an
enablement, content
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All life on Earth evolved
from water. Water is the
key prerequisite for life. We
humans consist of eighty
percent water. 



Tamara Schenk

strategy, and content management issue.
Let’s keep this multifaceted information in our

minds, and look at the business impact of effective
rated, or rather ineffectiverated, clientfacing
content.

The effectiveness of clientfacing content
impacts the relationship organizations can develop
with their customers. 

Overall, there is a significant correlation between
the effectiveness of clientfacing content and the
level of relationships that can be achieved with
clients. The more effective clientfacing content is,
the more likely providers can develop a highlevel
relationship with their customers as you can see
here. Content ranked as “meets expectations” or
“exceeds expectations” is more likely to lead to a
strategic partnership (63%) or a strategic contributor
role (59%). In this “effective content” category, only
29% ended up as a preferred supplier or as a
supplier (13%). Instead, content that is ranked as
“needs improvements” or “needs major redesign”
makes it very hard to develop a highvalue
relationship with clients such as strategic contributor
(22%) or strategic partner (9%). With ineffective
content, it’s more likely to end up as preferred
supplier (45%) or supplier (60%). Simply look at the
two different stairstep patterns in the chart here.
The difference is quite significant.

Now, what impacts effective content? How do
we get there? What hinders organizations from
creating effective content? 

The alignment of internal processes and
frameworks to the customer’s journey is a
prerequisite to creating effective content.

According to our data, organizations made lots of
progress in aligning their internal processes to the
customer’s journey: 54% reported to be mostly
aligned, 19% to be fully aligned, 22% to be minimally
aligned, and 5% not aligned at all. Overall, the high
degree of alignment is surprising. Looking deeper in
the data and in some of the interviews we made, it
turns out that even if organizations have made some
of the customer’s journey mapping exercises, it does

not necessarily mean that they use these results on a
regular basis in their sales process implementations
and in their enablement frameworks. 

This fact might be one of the reasons why even a
relatively high degree of alignment does not
necessarily translate into effective enablement
services, designed with the customer’s journey at
the core. The time distance from mapping to
translating to seeing measurable results might also
be a reason many organizations seem to be in the
middle of this transition.

Content matters. Content in the customer’s
context matters even more. A well executed
“outsidein” strategy makes the difference. 

As the data says, the quality of clientfacing
content is a key element that significantly impacts
the level of relationship you can achieve with your
customers. The quality of your clientfacing content
is determined by your ability to tell your story from
THEIR perspective (their customer’s journey, their
context, their challenges, etc.), and not from the
perspective of your products and services. Because
customers don’t buy products. What they buy is the
value they can achieve with your products and
services. Now, what is the implication of this
analysis?

Clientfacing content must become a top
priority on every sales leader’s strategic agenda. 

Having clientfacing content on top of the sales
leader’s agenda opens a window of opportunity for
enablement leaders to establish a) an overall
customercore strategy and b) a sales force
enablement framework with the customer’s journey
at the core. 

Highly effective customerfacing content that
covers the entire customer’s journey is a must
have ingredient to remain successful in an ever
changing, buyerdriven world. n

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director with
CSO Insights, A Division of MHI Global.

Find out more here
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Cracking the Sales Management Code 
Part 2 of 4

In our first article, we revealed that there are three
levels of sales force metrics, as judged by their
‘manageability’:

l  Business Results like Percent Revenue Growth,
which are completely unmanageable

l  Sales Objectives like Number of New Customers
Acquired, which can be influence but not directly
managed

l  Sales Activities like Percent of Account Plans
Completed, which are directly manageable

We now explore Sales Activities in more depth.

In this series of articles, we
are introducing the
research findings from the
best-selling book Cracking
the Sales Management Code,

by Jason Jordan and Michelle Vazzana. 



Jason Jordan

believe the lack of clear definition hinders effective
selling and management. While most companies
would say that they have some form of sales process
in place, the nature of that process might range from
planning sales calls, to managing a sales cycle, to
completing major account plans. The term sales
process is so overused, it has remarkably come to
mean everything and nothing simultaneously.

Our research suggested that the sales function is,
in fact, a collection of distinct selling processes that
work to accomplish unique objectives.
Understanding the differences between the
processes is absolutely critical, because it allows for
better management and enablement of each, which
in turn leads to superior sales performance. That left
us with two very important questions that had to be
answered:

1.  What are the distinct sales processes?
2.  How do you know which processes you need in

your sales force?

What Are the Sales Processes?

After examining and categorizing all of the metrics
we had labeled as Sales Activities, we were able to
identify five sales processes that encompassed all of
the Sales Activities in our study. 

First, we found a Call Management process. This
process is intended to help salespeople improve the
quality of a single customer interaction – whether
facetoface or by phone. Sellers will typically plan
ahead things such as their desired call outcomes,
questions they might ask, or objections they might
expect. Salespeople will then execute and document
the customer interaction and its outcomes. 

Sample Call Management metrics:
l  Number of Call Plans Completed
l  Percentage of Reps Following Process
l  Number Minutes Talk Time 

If you string together a series of sales calls in pursuit
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A Sales Process, You Say?

Recall that Sales Activities are the most tactical and
manageable things in a sales force. Literally, they are
the things that salespeople and their managers do
between Monday morning and Friday afternoon –
things like making sales calls, using CRM, and
coaching salespeople. As we stared at these
activities (for a very long time), we noticed that they
began to cluster into logical groupings that could be
used to accomplish similar outcomes. We called
these groupings sales processes.

Of course, the term ‘sales process’ is not new,
and it means different things to different people. We



of a single sale, then you have what we commonly
refer to as an ‘opportunity.’ An Opportunity
Management process helps salespeople plan and
execute a thoughtful approach to long, complex sale
cycles. Often confused with ‘pipeline management,’
this process is not an analytic exercise to pinpoint
failures in a collection of ongoing opportunities –
this is an assessment and planning effort to
deliberately win an individual sales pursuit. 

Sample Opportunity Management metrics:
l  Number of Opportunity Plans Completed
l  Adherence to Opportunity Planning Process
l  Percentage of Qualified Opportunities

If you pursue multiple opportunities over time with a
single customer, then you are probably managing
that ongoing business relationship. An Account
Management process will help you assess your
company’s position within that key customer and
coordinate internal and external resources to grow
the longterm value of the account. These activities
can also be labelled as account planning.

Sample Account Management metrics:
l  Percent Account Plans Complete
l  Number of Interactions per Account
l  Number of Joint Meetings with Accounts

If a salesperson is assigned a group of accounts or
prospects, then they have a ‘territory.’ Note that a
territory does not necessarily need to be
geographically defined – a salesperson could be
assigned accounts that are chosen in many ways
(industry, customer segment, etc.). Regardless, a
Territory Management process helps salespeople
and their managers decide how to allocate their time
across a large group of customers. 

Sample Territory Management metrics:
l  Number of Accounts per Rep
l  Number of Sales Calls Made 
l  Percent Prospects vs. Active Customers

Finally, there is what we called a Sales Force
Enablement process. This process has the largest
scope of them all and is very diverse in nature. Sales
Enablement activities include recruiting, selecting,
training, motivating, coaching, rewarding, and
providing tools that enable the sales force’s
performance. This process is typically shared across
several roles and departments, including sales, HR,
and finance. 

Sample Sales Force Enablement metrics:
l  Percentage of Time Spent Coaching
l  Number of Hours Training per FTE
l  Technology Spend per FTE 

Which Sales Processes Do You Need?

Now that we have five clearly defined sales
processes and their associated metrics, how do you
know which processes you should implement in
your sales force? We first suspected that company
demographics should inform which processes are
important for a particular sales force. For instance, if
a company’s profits are highly concentrated in a
handful of accounts, then that company surely must
need Account Management processes.

However, we soon concluded that sales
processes should never be selected at a company
wide level. The need for a specific sales process is
determined by the nature of each distinctive selling
role. That is, companies don’t need Account
Management processes – only those salespeople
who manage accounts need them. 

Sales process selection is therefore not a decision
to be made by examining the enterprise – it is a
decision best made by examining the role. Below we
provide ruleofthumb guidelines for when a
particular process is appropriate for a particular
selling role.

Call Management process when:
l  The salesperson has a low to moderate volume of

highly varied and highrisk customer interactions
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Jason Jordan

Opportunity Management process when:
l  The salesperson is targeting customers with

complex buying processes (numerous buying
stages and/or multiple buyers with different
buying needs)

Account Management process when:
l  The salesperson is pursuing multiple

opportunities over time with the same customer
l  There is an economic justification for the added

layer of effort

Territory Management process when:
l  The salesperson makes proactive customer

contact and cannot service all potential
customers fully

l  The salesperson needs to prioritize the selling
effort and allocate it across different types of
customers and prospects

Sales Force Enablement process when:
l  The company wants and has the authority to

affect decisions in the hiring, training, measuring,
coaching, motivating, rewarding, and enabling of
the sales force

Note that it is not the title of the role that indicates
which processes are important. For example, just
because a salesperson has the title ‘Territory Rep’
does not mean that they require a Territory
Management process. Nor does a salesperson
whose business card reads ‘Account Executive’
necessarily require an Account Management
process. You must examine the nature of their
selling activities to determine which processes are
applicable to the execution, measurement, and
management of that selling role. 

Implications for Sales Leaders

It is absolutely vital that sales leadership
understands the five flavors of sales processes and
their unique applications to distinct selling roles. We

have often seen sales processes implemented for
the wrong (or unknown) reasons with very
predictable outcomes. 

First, the processes are ignored by the sales
force. This can result from processes that are over
engineered or badly designed, but it is just as often
because the processes being implemented are not
relevant for the selling roles upon which they are
being inflicted. Process abandonment and
management frustration follow predictably
thereafter.

Second, sales management can spend an insane
amount of time trying to both enforce the processes
and explain to senior leadership why the promised
Return on Investment has not materialized. The
investment required to design and deploy a sales
process is not trivial, and deploying the wrong one
only compounds the costs. (In fact, we could argue
that it is better to have no formal process than to
implement the wrong sales process.)

In the end, our research revealed two key insights
on sales processes:

1.  There are several discrete sales processes with
different uses and metrics

2.  Sales leaders must be very deliberate about the
processes they choose to deploy 

If you ignore these two insights, you will not only
confuse and frustrate your sellers, you will confuse
and frustrate yourself. But more devastatingly, your
sales force will underperform its potential. 

In the next installment of this series, we reveal
the four Sales Objectives we found in our research
and how the objectives can be achieved through the
deliberate management of Sales Activities. n

Register to download the first 2 chapters of
Cracking the Sales Management Code here
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https://www.bpmonline.com/networking-day-2016?activity=TSW


I’ve written about happy ears before – let’s
discuss what you would do if you didn’t have
happy ears!
It’s a bit more difficult to provide examples for

what salespeople will do when they don’t have
happy ears, but fortunately, we have an email
example we can use.

Our salesperson had a good discussion with the

prospect and then a month passed. Concerned that
there wasn’t any movement, our salesperson sent
this email:

Hi [prospect],

It’s been more than 3 weeks since we all spoke by phone
and I was wondering where you are and where we are
on this potential project. Can you bring me up to date?

Two days later, our salesperson received this email
in response”

Hi [salesperson],

Thanks for the followup. We have worked internally to
digest all of the information from the various firms and
steps involved in the longer term project. Eye opening!
Based on this, we have decided to start very small and
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What it Sounds Like 
When You Don’t Have Happy Ears

When a prospect says what
you were hoping to hear,
we call that having happy
ears. Your happy ears
prevent you from

thoroughly qualifying, pushing back and
asking the right questions. 



Dave Kurlan

do some additional research before pursuing the full
project. 

Thanks again for your responsiveness throughout
the process. We will be in touch in the near future if we
reach a point where we can leverage your services and
expertise.

[Prospect]

The salesperson sent the email thread to me, told
me about this nice opportunity and asked for
suggestions for follow up. I don’t have happy ears
and I immediately pointed out that I didn’t think
there was any kind of an opportunity here and that
the prospect was just sending a thanks but no thanks
email. To test out my theory, I suggested sending the
following email in response. Since this company is a
client, they actually do what I say!

You're welcome [prospect].

I have one question. You wrote, "If we reach a point
where we can leverage your service."

I'm not sure which part of your comment should be
emphasized.

Is it the "if we reach the point" part  as in we might
not?

Or is it the "where we can leverage your services"
part  as in we aren’t the best fit or number one choice?

Or is it both?
It's perfectly OK to tell me that you won't be

choosing us...
Thanks in advance for clarifying!

Within about 15 minutes, our salesperson received
this response:

Hi [salesperson], We may not reach the point. Our
scope has been narrowed so that we can answer some
additional questions internally. We will absolutely keep
you on our short list of partners should we resume the
original scope of the project.

When you have healthy skepticism, you will always
hear, read and recognize the vague words that
prospects use to throw you off track. Happy Ears are
expensive. If you throw them away, and learn to
push back, you’ll always know where you stand, and
whether there is anything you can do about it.        n

Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of
Objective Management Group Inc. Visit here
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THE ORIGINAL SALES ASSESSMENT COMPANY

OMG continues to pioneer the Sales Assessment Industry by providing crucial insights to maximize
sales performance in companies of all sizes and from all industries.

They are the original sales assessment company, the one everyone else tries to copy. OMG's assessments were
developed by Dave Kurlan and are used by more than 11,000 companies and on 750,000 salespeople. Why do
the top sales development experts in the world choose to use their assessments for their valued clients? OMG
goes wider and deeper than anyone else and all of their findings are sales specific, not adapted for sales.

Tour of a Sales Force Evaluation

Visit Site here

http://www.objectivemanagement.com
http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/tabid/5809/bid/8181/Exposed-Personality-Tests-Disguised-as-Sales-Assessments.aspx?__hstc=189846388.9e1f2b79bdc2f6a95f07ca51accde0f6.1445594138868.1445594138868.1445594138868.1&__hssc=189846388.2.1445594138868&__hsfp=3272413633
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/tour-of-a-sales-force-evaluation.htm
http://www.objectivemanagement.com


As we have seen with sports teams that are
stacked with great players, they don’t always
win championships. Less talented teams who

have great chemistry and are committed to doing
what ever it takes to win usually come out on top.

When I coach sales managers on how to get the
best out of their team, I realise that not all top
performers are created equally. To be successful
there is a second factor that is just as important as
performance. It is not just about what we do to
perform but how we do it.

Many companies call this “Values and
Behaviours”. When it comes to evaluating the sales
rep overall performance companies will look at sales
performance and values and behaviours equally. 

So why am I sharing this with you? 
This week I had two coaching sessions with sales

managers from different companies. One sales
manager was new and the other had 20 years of
management experience. What they had in common
was that they both shared with me the challenges
they were having with a top performer on their team.
The details of the challenges they face with these top
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performers are strikingly similar.
This got me thinking that this is a much bigger

problem that many sales managers are dealing with. I
want to share some of the details and provide a
possible solution. 

Sales Rep #1 Pat: Tenured rep/top performer

Undesirable Behaviours:
l  Repeatedly calls their manager every day (6 times

a day)
l  Leaves voice messages, sends texts and emails

their manager on the same issue
l  Expects the sales manager to solve all issues
l  Complains about their team mates and the office

support people
l  Doesn’t pick up the phone to resolve issues
l  Expects people to respond immediately to

requests
l  Is the first to complain about their sales managers

Sales Rep #2 Randy: 20+ years
experience/top performer

Undesirable behaviours:
l  The only sales rep who continually complains

about their colleagues 
l  Sends the sales manager emails complaining 
l  Doesn’t go directly to the person to resolve issues
l  Works in the interest of the customers at the

expense of the company 

Top Sales Performers are not all Created Equally
Sales is a performance
sport. The key to success
for a sales manager is to
have a team of top
performers. Well maybe.



Steven Rosen

l  Doesn’t take responsibility for their actions. 
l  Always blames others
l  Complete lack of self awareness

As you can imagine these two reps consume most of
the sales managers time and energy in comparison to
the rest of the team. I call these reps “Energy
Drainers”.

The underlining problem is that these two sales
reps have not been well managed by previous sales
managers or the organization (senior leadership) has
consciously decided to overlook these negative
behaviours for years. The organization was willing to
accept these behaviours because the sales rep was
delivering their numbers year in and year out. 

There was a fear that if managed the sales rep
would leave and the company would lose business. In
fact, the company has helped to create this monster.
They have been ENABLERS.

Both sales managers are intent on changing these
behaviours as they are feeling consumed by the
energy required to deal with their sales rep.

The Solution

Both sales managers feel that sitting down and
having a discussion with the rep on the impact of
their actions and what they expect from the rep
would help change the reps behaviours. Really?

These negative behaviours have been going on
for years. Do they seriously think a stern talking to or
a warning letter would make a difference? Well it
may. But only for a short period of time and then
these same behaviours will resurface.

My recommendation is that the sales managers
need to change the way they approach the rep to
create any change in behaviour. Yes it is up to the
sales manager to change how they manage the rep.

Step 1: STOP ENABLING bad behaviours

Anytime the sales rep exhibits any of the undesirable
behaviours, FIGHT the easy route to give into them.

Don’t enable the behaviour or it will continue to go
on.

Step 2: Redirect

In order to extinguish the behaviour you need
redirect it. Explain to them how you are going to do
things differently and any time they go down the
path of exhibiting the undesirable behaviour you
must follow through and do what you said you are
going to do.

Let me give you a couple of examples of how this
would work.

Pat calls his/her sales manager multiple times a
day and if he/she doesn’t reach him Pat will then
immediately text and/or email him.

l  The sales manager allocates half an hour at the
beginning/end of the day to speak with Pat. 

l  Any communication outside the agreed time will
not be responded to or read. 

l  Do not and I repeat do not respond outside the
allotted time when the phone rings or when a text
comes in. 

l  When speaking to the rep at the allotted time and
s/he complains about others, ask them if they
have spoken to that person. 

l  Do not and I repeat do not fix the problem.
l  Stay the course and within a couple weeks you

will extinguish the undesirable behaviour.

Try this approach and stick with it. It is up to you to
change your behaviour so as not to enable and allow
the reps behaviours to continue.

Feel free to share your challenges with your Top
Performer/Energy Draining reps. 

Let me know what successes you have had.         n

Steven Rosen, MBA, is the founder of STAR
Results. Find out more by visiting here.
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Ishould explain that I’m not a sales trainer or
expert. But I am a business owner—and one of
The Wall Street Journal cartoonists and an award

winning marketer. And that I have been using my
cartoons my entire career to break through to
people I should never have been able to reach. The
cartoons work so well in that mission that I’ve been
able to connect with presidents, a prime minister,

celebrities and countless CEOs, Clevel executives
and top decision makers.

In my research for the book, I discovered Contact
Marketing has been in use for a long time.
Salespeople, business owners, entrepreneurs have
been devising very clever—even audacious—
methods for connecting with people of great
importance who are nearly impossible to reach.

Guerrilla Selling author Orvel Ray Wilson tells the
story of a sales rep who used a homing pigeon to set
a lunch date with one of the most famous CEOs in
the world. The waiter got his tip, but the rep walked
away with a $250K sales contract. Edgy Conversations
author and turnaround specialist Dan Waldschmidt
uses a sword to connect with CEOs of distressed
companies with a nearly 100% penetration rate. And
I have seen my own cartoonbased campaigns
generate response rates as high as 100%.
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How Can a Pigeon, a Sword and a Fist Full of Cartoons 
Help your Team Sell More?

In How to Get a Meeting with
Anyone (Top Sales World
Book of the Week, 2-29-
2016), I just introduced the
concept of Contact

Marketing. But what is it and how can it
help you crush your sales numbers?



Stu Heinecke

As I interviewed many of the world’s top sales
thought leaders, asking what methods they have
employed to break through to their most important
sales contacts, they shared not only their
techniques, but an entire world of marketing that
supports the sales function directly and produces
results long thought impossible. I found people
employing these amazing techniques, yet nobody
had a name for what they were doing. I’ve called it
Contact Marketing in the book.

So what exactly is Contact Marketing? It’s a
fusion of marketing and selling, employing specific
campaigns to support connecting with specific VIP
prospects. It is a sniper strategy meant to help you
quickly make critical, personal connections with the
handful of people who can immediately transform
the scale of your career or company. But like any
good sniper strategy, it’s not meant to replace the
artillery of your funnel, CRM and other aspects of
your present marketing. It simply adds a powerful
new weapon to your arsenal.

And what an arsenal this is. In the book, I detailed
twenty categories of Contact Marketing campaigns.
I’ve since discovered four more and for all I know,
there could be hundreds.

These include various uses of gifts (art, humor,
film, half gifts, regifts and visual metaphors),
information and insight, media presence, video,
events, triggers and of course, social media, email,
phones and mail. And then there are some
techniques that are so outrageous, I simply lumped
them into the “OvertheTop” category.

Together, these have been producing response
rates as high as 100%, with ROI figures in the tens,
even hundreds of thousands of percent, all at a cost
per contact ranging from $0 to $10,000. Consider
the following examples…

Contact Letter in The Wall Street Journal

The owner of a tech startup who approached his ad
man, Rick Bennett, looking for a way to connect with
Oracle CEO Larry Ellison. He knew that if he was

able to explain his company, Ellison would want to
acquire it. But he had no idea how to break through.
Bennett’s solution was to produce a contact letter as
a fullpage ad and run it in The Wall Street Journal.
The ad placement alone cost $10,000, but it was
well worth it. Not only did Ellison spot the letter, but
many of his friends and colleagues did, too, causing
them to call all day long, asking if he’d seen it. The
end result was contact and an acquisition worth
millions.

NoWait App’s iPad Video Campaign

The NoWait app turns restaurant patrons’
smartphones into “your table is ready” buzzer pucks.
In their bid to get top restaurant chains to quickly
adopt their app, NoWait assembled a brilliant
Contact Campaign. They targeted the restaurateur
CEOs with an iPad delivered in special packaging,
sent with a set of simple instructions: 1) Turn on the
iPad. 2) Tap the video icon. That launched a
personalized video showing the scene as their
spokesman entered the restaurant wearing a secret
lapel cam. They recorded the scene as they made
their way to the host podium and were told there
was an hour wait for a table. Then they talked to the
other patrons waiting in the reception area, getting
plenty of footage of complaints about the wait. The
video then explained the NoWait value proposition,
and finally, the NoWait CEO himself appeared on
camera, addressing the recipient CEO by name. “I
love eating at your restaurants, but I hate waiting for
a table. But I have a solution I want to look at.” After
targeting just thirty CEOs, the company now counts
many of them as clients.

I didn’t invent Contact Marketing. I’m just the guy
who was lucky enough to write the book and give it
a name. n

Stu Heinecke is the author of How to Get a
Meeting with Anyone. Find out more here
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This new norm impacts how we identify
opportunities to do business with our
customers. This new norm impacts how our

own businesses are modeled as well as how our
clients’ businesses are modeled: holistically.

According to Louis Columbus, based on a
Deloitte Global and Council on Competitiveness
study, the future of business, especially of
manufacturing, rests firmly in the hands of the IoT
connected customer. 4.9 billion IoTenabled
connected devices were predicted to be in use by
yearend 2015, rising to 25 billion by 2025.
Predictive data analytics now is considered to be the
single most critical factor for advancing business

competitiveness in the US manufacturing sector.
The IoT connected customer experiences a

holistic Buyers Journey. These customers are doing
more than going online to get static information or
speaking with their peers for referral about our
companies. These buyers are talking to their
machines as well. 

The connected customer seeks IT channel
partners who can help them select tools, systems
and platforms to implement algorithms and keys (API
keys, literally) which translate data into meaningful
insights to catalyze growth. This information is
dynamic and nonlinear, being generated across
corporate silos, business units and geographical
locations. This information is assimilated into
transitional and translational business process
management systems. 

Our current MSP (managed service provider)
business models and channel partner relationships must
dynamically and predictively position our companies to
deliver on these new Buyer expectations.

The IoT connected customer focuses on holistic
execution of strategy. A SAPsponsored Forrester
Consulting Study offers a new roadmap for creation
and execution of strategy. The focus: customer
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The Connected Customer  
is your New Holistic Business Norm 

The Internet of Things (IoT)
connected customer is the
new business norm
catalyzing IT channel
dynamics. This new norm

impacts how we think about the Buyer’s
Journey: today, tomorrow and in the
future.



Babette Ten Haken

experience, clear leadership, transformative
business models and capture of top and bottom line
business improvements. That execution, for now,
primarily involves operational efficiency, as the title
of the report implies: The Internet of Things has the
Potential to Connect and Transform Businesses. But
Early Adopters Have Focused Mostly on Efficiency
Plays. 

In short: “most companies see IoT as a means for
operational efficiency, and many have not yet tapped
into the potential for IoT solutions to transform their
business models.” 

Understandably, connected customers initially
are more comfortable focusing on low risk areas of
their business. These areas stabilize operations and
involve description of historical trends, such as Ford
is implementing in their connected vehicle platform
model. However, these stabilized operations are
injected into a marketplace that is dynamic. That is
where predictive analytics are required to catalyze
business growth and sustainability.

Are our current MSP business models, hiring
practices and channel partner relationships focused on
seeking and delivering on bimodal opportunities on both
sides of the IT fence, factoring in the impact of supply
grid dynamics?

The future of the IoT connected customer
journey is holistic: nonlinear, collaborative and
dynamically connected just like their supply chain
grids. A recent IndustryWeek article considers that
IoT connected customerfacing business units of the
future will require faster response from both stable
(historic, descriptive) as well as less stable
(predictive) data sets. It will not be a matter of
eitheror.

The business model of the future for connected
customers will morph into corporate cultures that
hire for crossfunctional collaboration. The dynamics
of these corporate cultures will allow for
simultaneous access to and interpretation of real
time data. All aspects of the manufacturing plant will
be connected to each other. All employees will
understand the critical aspects of their job

functionality in driving revenue through their
organization and their customers’ organizations as
well.

The new holistic norm for the IoT connected
customer is seamless and nonlinear. Today still
looks bimodal at best.

This scenario offers opportunity to enlightened
MSPs who have staffed up to function as highvalue
consultative integrators focused on creating cross
functional business process management outcomes.

The IoT connected customer calls for a shared,
hybridized and holistic leadership model. Just as
corporate silos are being challenged by the
connected customer, so are business models.
Today’s channel partner leadership may not have
been hired for the dynamic, collaborative and non
linear connected ecology of the Internet of Things
marketplace.

In the future, leadership teams and company
teams (ours and our customers) will be hired for
hybridized skill sets and mindsets functioning in agile
environments and collaborative corporate cultures.
Channel partners will assist clients in creating and
implementing crossfunctional, integrated and
connected business and operational processes.
Internal teams and external teams will be as
connected to their leadership strategy as those
sensors are to machines.

“What’s Next?” for the channel is holistic. The IoT
connected customer concept will quickly impact our
clients’ business models and how they execute
strategy. The explosion of the IoT connected
customer has huge implications for our own MSP
business models in terms of how we: 1) hire and
partner for, 2) sell to, and 3) deliver against dynamic
client expectations.

Is your own business model up to that holistic
challenge?                                                                         n

Babette N. Ten Haken is a strategist, analyst,
author and blogger. Find out more here
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To make the change scenario you’re proposing
more compelling to your prospects, your
insightsbased message needs to do more

than create risk—it needs to show how you can
resolve the risks you’ve identified.

In my mind, this is the difference between
insights that excite and insights that incite. The
former message gets consumed and forgotten
about, while the latter drives the buying intent
you’re looking for. 

This distinction was the focus of a recent
experiment my company conducted with Dr. Zakary
Tormala, a social psychologist and professor at the

Stanford Graduate School of Business. We designed
the study to measure the messaging effectiveness of
two different types of insightsbased messages:

l  Riskonly insights designed to make prospects
feel their status quo is “unsafe” by introducing them
to surprising new industry data, statistics or studies. 

l  Risk + resolution insights similarly designed to
make the status quo feel unsafe, but also introducing
solutions that resolve the prospect to a “new safe” in
the same message.
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Taking Your Insights  
Beyond the Data Point 

Selling with insights is no longer an option—it’s a mandate for reps hoping
to lay the groundwork for a memorable, differentiated story. But new
research shows that if you’re only challenging your prospect’s status quo
with surprising data points, you could be doing insights all wrong. 



Tim Riesterer

Specifically, the aim of the experiment was to
determine whether insights that present risk with
resolution have more persuasive impact than
insights that only bring risk into the conversation—a
socalled insightsbased approach I’ve seen many
companies follow.

The study, an online experiment, included more
than 320 participants, evenly split by gender. Prior
to the study, the participants—unbeknownst to
them—were randomly assigned to one of three
different messaging conditions.

l  In the riskonly condition, participants received a
message offering new, potentially surprising
information about vitamin D deficiency (namely,
how widespread it is and its associated risks).

l  In the risk + resolution condition, participants
received the exact same information designed to
create risk, but also received a followup message
describing several straightforward, practical
solutions for combating vitamin D deficiency.

l  The study also included a solution/resolutiononly
condition to act as a control. Participants in this
presentation received only a message about possible
remedies for vitamin D deficiency but without any of
the surprising, upfront findings.

All participants were then led to a separate screen
where participants were instructed to answer a
series of questions assessing the effect of the
message on their behavioral intentions and
emotions.

To measure behavioral intentions, participants
were asked how likely they would be to change their
behavior as a result of reading the information about
vitamin D and how likely they would be to take
action based on that information. Each question was
accompanied by a scale ranging from one to nine,
with higher numbers indicating more favorable
responses. We then averaged the numbers to create
a composite index of behavioral intentions.

In terms of both behavioral intentions and
emotional impact, there was a statistically significant
effect favoring the risk + resolution message. This
insight condition generated more positive behavioral
intentions than the risk only or resolution only
conditions, which did not differ from each other
statistically. Specifically, the study revealed that
presenting both risk and resolution in an insight
enhanced the message’s behavioral impact by an
average of nearly 9 percent, compared to the other
conditions.

The study also examined emotionaltype
reactions to these messages, since the purposes of
insight is to elicit an emotional response that creates
the urgency a prospect needs to feel to take action.
In this measure, the experiment revealed that the
risk + resolution condition generated a greater
emotional response than the riskonly or solution
only conditions, which, again, did not differ from
each statistically. 

All told, the insight message containing risk and
resolution generated a 12 percent boost in
emotional responses, relative to the other
conditions.

The big, important takeaway here is that, across
several key dimensions, you can boost your
persuasive power by delivering insights that contain
novel risk information connected to possible
resolutions to those risks. A message structured in
this way doesn’t just challenge the status quo, it
shows prospects what a new, safe alternative to that
status quo looks like, and how it resolves their most
pressing business problems.

While an interesting data point is a good start in
terms of creating risk and urgency, it may not
translate into anything more than fleeting
excitement. To actually incite buyer action, you need
to pair the risks you’ve identified with a change
scenario that shows how you can resolve them.     n

Tim Riesterer is chief strategy and marketing
officer, Corporate Visions. Find out more here
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Europe’s leadi
sales event
Sales Innovation Expo
2016 is back, bigger a
better than ever! This
year’s show is the plac
be for professional sal
leaders worldwide. So
of the bestknown na
have been flown in to
seminars, Europe’s lea
suppliers will be there
offer advice and brand
new this year, you wil
have access to the co
located B2B Marketin
Expo.

To register for yo
free ticket and to
find out more
information,
please visit here

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4426315/profile
https://www.facebook.com/SMPexhibition
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk
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Congratulations! Your buyer is no longer giving
“status quo” any credence as an option, and
you have overcome a large hurdle in the

buying journey. But the final, principal question
remains:

Why should we choose you and your
solution?

The battle before you as a seller is to distinguish
your solution from the other competitive

alternatives available, and the true fight is to
overcome the “metoo” conundrum. What is the
“metoo” conundrum? 

Definition: 1: marked by similarity to or by adoption
of successful or persuasive policies or practices used or
promoted by someone else 2: similar or identical to an
established product (as a drug) with no significant
advantage over it. (Source: MerriamWebster
Dictionary)

According to a recent Gallup Poll, 91% of front
line workers are unable to articulate what their
company stands for and what differentiates it from
the competition. And research from The CMO
Council found that less than 25% of sales and
marketing executives believe they are effectively
delivering differentiated messages.  

Ouch! If that is what sellers believe, imagine how
“metoo” you sound to buyers since differentiation is
gauged in the eyes of the beholder. In essence, you
lack differentiated positioning and messaging to
employ against your competition.

For centuries, many have considered Sun Tzu’s
The Art of War an indisputable compilation of
strategies and tactics for garnering success in
military combat. Many view the ancient Chinese
general as a strategic genius, and someone from
which we can draw corollaries to sales excellence.
One of Sun Tzu’s more recognized quotes relates to
“terrain” — that is the positioning of a military force
in relation to its (competitive) surroundings: “Terrain
can be distant or near. It can be difficult or easy. It can
be open or narrow. It also determines your life or
death.” Your competitive positioning – and the
related messaging framework you employ – can also
“determine your life or death.”

Because of the many outside factors and the
competitive nature of a sales cycle, you will never
completely be in control, meaning each cycle
requires careful analysis and thought. Winning sales
professionals analyze their surroundings within a

Success in the early stages
of a sales cycle with your
prospect has led them to
answer “yes” to these core
buying journey questions:

Do we need to do anything at all? Do we
need to do anything now?
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Sun Tzu’s Differentiated Messaging Test 



Jay Mitchell

sales cycle, then apply their distinctive capabilities
within that dynamic to create an unfair competitive
position™ – that is an arena in their buyers’ minds
that is uniquely carvedout for the solution the seller
is providing. They do so by trivializing the strengths
of their opponents, then changing the game in the
mind of the prospect using differentiated, concise
and compelling messaging, while aligning with their
own advantages. This truly determines your victory
or defeat in a sales cycle, or as Sun Tzu calls it, “life
or death.” 

Equally important, once you establish your
presence and maintain an advantageous position, it
is very difficult for your competition to overcome
that unfair position and permeate the client for
future opportunities.

A common mistake in establishing competitive
differentiation is failing to recognize and
communicate what is common and what is different
in your offerings. Weaker organizations too often
“drink their own KoolAid” and employ solution
messaging based on “metoo” traits that are easily
countered by the competition. Buyers seek distinct
contrast as they evaluate solution alternatives.
Solutions that are too similar to one another actually
create confusion in buyers’ minds. It is the seller’s
responsibility to create this contrast, but when they
rely on solution messaging that is stale and untested
with targeted buyers, they risk not only victory in
that sales cycle, but in the marketplace in general. 

On the contrary, top sales teams constantly
evaluate their uniqueness. They do this by testing
the messaging with buyers and key buying
influences, including company insiders and third
parties (e.g. analysts and the media). Where no clear
differentiating elements exist, changes are made in
the solution directly, or, the solution is enhanced
through bundling with other products/services to
achieve desired differentiation.

There are four attributes of a differentiated
message we need to take into account in order to
create an unfair competitive position™ and the
corresponding differentiated messaging framework

— Unique, Valuable, Provable and Memorable — and
it takes ALL FOUR to be a true differentiator.

Take a few minutes with your team to perform a
simple test on your messaging to assess whether it is
differentiated by first brainstorming your solution’s
differentiators. Then, grade your differentiators
using all four attributes. To do this, it is essential you
step outside of your role and put yourself in your
buyers’ shoes.

l  Unique: Is it truly different from the competitive
offerings the customer is evaluating?

l  Valuable: Does the solution (or capability)
provide value to the buyer? 

l  Provable: Can we clearly prove the value of the
uniqueness through a client story and/or
demonstration?

l  Memorable: Is the message concise and crisp
enough that the buyer can remember it and
effectively defend it to others in their
organization without my direct participation?

Do not be disappointed if your initial list of a dozen
differentiators gets whittled down to one or two
after you put them through the filter. It is OK as you
only need one differentiator to win and ensure you
are not just another “metoo” to your buyer. Or as
Sun Tzu says: “You must engage only in winning battles.
Position yourself where you cannot lose. Never waste
an opportunity to defeat your enemy.”

Sun Tzu likely would have characterized it this
way: a worldclass sales team will position itself
uphill from its competitors with the sun and wind at
its back, making it difficult for the enemy to attack,
let alone win a battle! Don’t fall into the “me too”
trap; instead take the time and energy to make sure
your messaging clearly sets you apart from all the
others in the field.                                                         n

Jay Mitchell is the President & Founder
at Mereo LLC. Find out more here
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l  It allows Vantage Point to spend all of its
research and development effort on the single
most important role in any sales force—sales
managers. Sales management training is not an add
on to its core products and services…it is the core
product and service.

l  It forces Vantage Point to be independent of any
specific sales methodology or technology. Most
sales training companies build upward from their
proprietary sales methodologies, and their
management frameworks are most powerful when
coupled with their salesperson content. Not so for
Vantage Point.  Its frameworks are equally as
powerful across any and all sales methodologies,
technologies, and tools.

l  It allows Vantage Point to develop best in class
consultants and facilitators who know the unique
and intense challenges of working with sales
management. Sales leaders are more demanding and
critical of training programs than frontline sellers.
Vantage Point is accustomed to serving this specific
management role, which dramatically increases the
speed and success of implementations. 

l  It has enabled Vantage Point to quickly develop
the most current and innovative intellectual

property for sales management. With the ground
breaking research in its bestselling book, Cracking
the Sales Management Code, as well as ongoing
research initiatives into pipeline management and
forecasting, Vantage Point is continually uncovering
new and unexpected insights into effective sales
management. 

Vantage Point provides a distinctly focused value
proposition that cannot be found elsewhere, and its
list of Fortune 500 clients validates this belief.
Representative clients include 3M, Tyco, Abbott,
Aon, Royal Bank of Canada, Kaiser Permanente,
Gates, Essilor, and other leading global companies. 

Research into New Best Practices

One of Vantage Point’s greatest assets is the
focused and relevant intellectual property that it
brings to clients.  

The foundational research in Cracking the Sales
Management Code explored how leading sales
forces use sales analytics to measure and manage
their teams. The researchers discovered (not
surprisingly) that sales management is awash in data
that is both useful and useless, yet most managers
do not know the difference. Vantage Point teaches
sales managers to identify the important metrics and
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Vantage Point is a leading global training firm focused exclusively on sales management.
Unlike other sales improvement companies that spread their attention across several roles,
sales management is its single passion. This singular focus is a meaningful differentiator
that provides value in several key ways:

Sales Management, Sales Management,  
Sales Management!

http://www.amazon.com/Cracking-Sales-Management-Code-Performance/dp/0071765735/ref=sr_1_1_title_1_har?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1370289791&sr=1-1&keywords=cracking+the+sales+management+code


Featured Solution of the Month

discard the red herrings. As a result, clients’
management teams are not overwhelmed by
extensive management reports—they mine reports
for only the important data, and use it to boost sales
performance.

Vantage Point continues to conduct ongoing
research into the issues that affect sales
management.  In 2013 and 2014, Vantage Point
collaborated with the Sales Management
Association to uncover new pipeline management
and sales forecasting best practices. Its researchers
are also currently engaged in an extensive global
study into sales management best practices that will
inform its next book, Demystifying Sales Coaching.  

As a testament to the significance of its
contributions, Top Sales World named Vantage
Point partner Jason Jordan a 2015 Top Sales &
Marketing Thought Leader. But the ultimate impact
of all Vantage Point does is summarized in feedback
from its clients…

Straight from Clients’ Mouths
l  “It is the best, most successful training ever launched

to the salesforce.” 
     VP of Sales Effectiveness, 3M

l  “The training was one of the most illuminating
experiences I have had.  I wish it had happened for
me 25 years ago!  I feel equipped to be a better
leader.” 

     Divisional Manager, Crossville 

l  “Vantage Point Performance has a high level of
empirically proven expertise in sales management.
They have a high quality content that yields better
acceptance by our managers and better results.” 

     Senior Director Learning, Tyco

l  “I’m tired of sales training companies masquerading
their salesperson content as sales manager content.
It's refreshing to finally find real sales management
training.”  

     Regional President, Aon

l  “The concepts, materials, and methods that Vantage
Point offers are so relevant and can be put
immediately into practice. This is the best training I
have had in years.” 

     Sales Director, TIAACREF

View actual client feedback

Contact Vantage Point
www.VantagePointPerformance.com
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2016 Top Sales
Academy

3 Pipeline Management Strategies Proven
to Grow Revenue 
Presented by Jason Jordan

Sales Meets Social Media: Implementing a
Social Selling Strategy 
Presented by Barb Giamanco

Sales Force Enablement: Key Trends 
Presented by Tamara Schenk

What sellers can learn from the book 
‘Our Iceberg is Melting’ 
Presented by Christian Maurer

How to Sell “Value” 
Dave Kurlan

Financial Sales Execution 
Presented by Michael Nick

The Battle for Mindshare and Preference:
How Today’s Top Performers Win in a
Customer-Driven World
Presented by Dave Stein & Steve Andersen

Lead the Customer Experience for
Differentiation, Value Creation and Sales
Acceleration
Presented by Deb Calvert

Being a High Performing Sales
Organization Requires a Hard Reset on
Conventional 
Presented by Tiffani Bova

Effective Training and Coaching Skills For
Sales Managers – How to elevate your
sales team from good to great 
Presented by Colleen Stanley

The 2016 Top Sales Academy program has
now launched and will run through until May
4th. As in previous years, we will be
providing exceptional pre-recorded
presentations delivered by some of the
world’s top sales experts, to help you
become the best you can possibly be.

Please Register HERE

Here is the 2016 Faculty and program in detail …..

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/
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Top Sales Article & Blog Post
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During the balance of the year I will outline 40
steps a sales leader can take to achieve

predictable revenue. They are not listed in any
priority as every sales organization is at differing
levels of maturity and needs. If you run a channels
organization these ideas will be pertinent to your
team as well as your dealers/resellers/partners.

Every player does not give 110% every day, it’s the
coach’s job to increase their intensity and the effort
they give”….. This quote came from Butch Jones,
head coach at the University of TN.

This is part of what I call the emotional job of
sales leadership, it is one thing to analyze data and
create sales programs and systems, and it’s another

to create the right culture. Last week my keynote at
a sales conference was titled: Building a Culture of
High Performance, during the program I discussed
this side of leadership and the need for both
personal and professional actions one can take to
raise the bar of excellence.

In a turnaround situation this emotional aspect of
sales leadership is critical, if you are building a new
team it is a necessity. What does the emotional Sales
Leader need to do?

1. Stay focused on energyyours and your team’s
2.  Pay attention to their plans, their daily/weekly

execution and their intensity…

This Month’s Top Sales Article
Creating Intensity by Ken Thoreson

Ijust love it when cool gets cooler and I'm not
talking about the winter weather in New England.

About a month ago, I wrote this article on Targeting
and shared a generic model for scoring
opportunities. George Bronten and Henrik Oquist,
CEO and COO of Membrain, took note and already
developed the concept as a new feature for their
worldclass CRM application, Membrain. You have
to see how we integrated this new feature into the
Baseline Selling version of Membrain.

In the image below, you can see that we added a
scoreboard milestone at two stages of the sales
process.

This allows us to purposefully rescore an

opportunity as we learn more about it. The next
image has a little more of the scoring detail.

As you can see from our own instance of
Membrain, we score the size, title, urgency, timeline
and amount of competition for a particular
opportunity. This opportunity would have received a
much higher score if there it was a smaller company,
there was greater urgency and the timeline were this
month instead of this quarter. You might be
questioning why the score would be higher if the
company was smaller...A bigger company has 10
times the number of things that could delay or
prevent a sale from closing and while all of those
things could also ...

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
Sure Fire Way to Know Which Sales Opportunities
are the Best Sales Opportunities by Dave Kurlan

Read More

Read More

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/creating-intensity-ken-thoreson
http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/sure-fire-way-to-know-which-sales-opportunities-are-the-best-sales-opportunities
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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